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Rotation of two trapped microparticles in vacuum:
observation of optically mediated parametric
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We demonstrate trapping and rotation of two meso-
scopic particles in vacuum using a spatial light modu-
lator based approach to trap more than one particle, in-
duce controlled rotation of individual particles and me-
diate inter-particle separation. By trapping and rotating
two vaterite particles, we observe intensity modulation
of the scattered light at the sum and difference frequen-
cies with respect to the individual rotation rates. This
first demonstration of optical interference between two
microparticles in vacuum leads to a platform to poten-
tially explore optical binding and quantum friction ef-
fects. © 2015 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (140.7010) Laser trapping; (350.4855) Optical tweez-
ers or optical manipulation; (190.2620) Harmonic generation and
mixing.
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An emerging theme in quantum optomechanics is the trapping
and cooling of mesoscopic particles in vacuum enabled by the
absence of direct dissipation and any physical contact. This ap-
proach uses the light-matter interaction and linear momentum
transfer from the incident light field to the trapped object to
cool its centre-of-mass with the goal of attaining the quantum
ground state [1–5]. Though yet to be attained, recent advances
have shown a number of cooling mechanisms at play and mil-
likelvin temperatures have been reached [6]. Furthermore, fasci-
nating insights into Brownian dynamics have been seen [7]. Our
previous work in this area showed the transfer of spin angular
momentum to a trapped birefringent particle recording rotation
rates of up to 10 MHz [8].

For a number of key studies, such as multi-particle entangle-
ment and vacuum friction [9, 10], the ability to individually trap
and move multiple particles in vacuum with complete freedom
over the inter-particle spacing would be crucial. These goals
can be attained by the ability to shape and control the optical
trapping field in phase, amplitude and polarisation. To realise
these major goals would add additional degrees of freedom and

open up new studies in this burgeoning area. Indeed, control
of trapping more than one particle in a vacuum environment
critically opens up new prospects. This includes particle-particle
interactions such as optical binding [11]. Such binding can lead
to new co-operative effects between particles and potentially a
route for cooling translational degrees of freedom for multiple
objects simultaneously. In terms of studies of vacuum rotational
friction and associated effects, controlled positioning of two or
more objects can lead to powerful new embodiments of pro-
posed experiments [10]. We note that standing wave traps can
hold more than one particle for vacuum studies [12].

In this letter, we demonstrate the first optical linear and
spin momentum transfer to two micro-particles independently
trapped at close distance in vacuum. Aided by a dynamic diffrac-
tive optical element, we are able to create traps with precise
spatial separation and set particles into counter- or co-rotation
by tuning the individual spin angular momentum transfer for
each particle. The system may be readily extended to trap more
than two microparticles. We observe inter-particle interactions,
in the form of sum and difference frequency mixing, encoded
onto the scattered light. Our observations are confirmed by a
numerical model.

We have phenomenologically modelled the power spectrum
arising from the inter-particle scattering of the two birefringent
particles. The model considers multiple scattering of the inci-
dent beam between the two rotating particles described by the
scattering coefficients S12 and S21. We assume these coefficients
to depend on the instantaneous orientation of the particle

S12(θ) = a0 + a1 sin(θ + φ1) + a2 sin(2θ + φ2) + ... (1)

where θ represents, for instance, the angle of the optical axis
around the rotation direction. In a similar way one can define
the scattering term S21. The Fourier coefficients ai for i > 0
correspond to the optical asymmetry of the particle due to its
departure from spherical shape, optical inhomogeneity and bire-
fringent anisotropy. For example, the first term (a1), which
delivers the modulation of the scattering field at the fundamen-
tal rotation frequency, could be related to a small single sided
optical asymmetry which perturbs the scattered field once every
full revolution. Further, the second term (a2) is related to the
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particle birefringence and modulates the scattered field at twice
the rotation frequency. In this approach, we need to consider
four scattering events, each with different Fourier coefficients,
namely: S1∞(θ), S2∞(θ), S12(θ) and S21(θ) corresponding re-
spectively to the scattering from the first particle towards the
far-field and towards the second particle and from the second
particle towards the far-field and towards the first particle. The
total scattering measured is then described by

S = S1∞(θ1) + S12(θ1)S2∞(θ2)

+S2∞(θ2) + S21(θ2)S1∞(θ1) + ... (2)

Higher order multiple scattering terms can be taken into account;
however, their individual contributions decrease geometrically
with order.

To calculate the power spectrum of the scattered intensity
(Fig.1), we consider two birefringent particles that have differ-
ent diameters (1% variation) which induces different optical
torques. Their levitated trap, the torques and the overall gy-
roscopic evolution of the particles are described in the single
particle experiment [8]. In brief, as the particles rotate, their form
asymmetries and optical anisotropies modulate, at the rotation
frequency and its harmonics, the incident light field akin to a
macroscopic Raman effect. Here, we considered asymmetry up-
to the a2 term in equation (1). Multiple scattering between the
two particles further delivers a heterodyne signal. This signal
displays the variety of parametric resonances that are observed
in the experiment, see Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Numerical simulation of the power spectra of the
scattered light from two particles trapped in vacuum ro-
tating at slightly different frequencies of f1 and f2, where
f̂ = ( f1 + f2)/2. Inset shows the diagram of the scattering
process. The data set can be accessed at [13].

Experimentally, the rotation of microparticles is achieved by
trapping birefringent particles with either a left or right circu-
larly polarized focus beam. Vaterite crystals are positive uniaxial
birefringent material with a spherical morphology. We synthe-
sise a mono-disperse sample of vaterite with a mean diameter
of 4.4 µm with two standard deviations (2σ) of ±0.1 µm [18].

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the vacuum trapping system,
which employs a holographic optical tweezers based on the
setup used for the previous trapping and rotation experiments in
air [14] and in vacuum [8]. To allow for individual intensity con-
trol and three-dimensional positioning of two traps, the active
surface of a spatial light modulator (SLM, Hamamatsu LCOS
X10468-03) is conjugate to the back aperture of the objective.

Independent polarisation control of traps is achieved by gener-
ating beams of orthogonal polarisation states which are subse-
quently combined at a polarising beam displacer (PBD, Thorlabs,
BD27) [15]. This is a variant of a previous approach [16] that
requires two optical paths together with a “split-screen” SLM. In
our approach two first-order diffraction beams are generated by
the SLM with their beam separation matched with the designed
separation of the PBD where the two beams are recombined. The
common-path design of the interferometer in this way reduces
its sensitivity to environmental effects, and phase shifting and
enables precise control over the polarisation state of each trap.
Any aberration, including that caused by the divergence of the
transmitted beam is compensated for by the SLM with the help
of an auxiliary camera at a plane conjugate with the sample [17].
The axial positions of each trap can be individually controlled
by adding a parabolic phase change to the grating, which is ef-
fectively a Fresnel lens. The deflection efficiency can be adjusted
for each first-order beam to control the optical power of each
trap.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental set-up. Labels denote the
continuous wave 1070 nm trapping laser (LASER1), half-wave
plate (λ/2), compensator (S), dichroic mirror (DM), quarter-
wave plate (λ/4), beam splitter (BS), photodiodes (PD),
nanosecond laser (LASER2), fast imaging device (CMOS), dig-
ital storage oscilloscope (DSO), vacuum chamber (VC), piezo
electric transducer (PZT), vacuum gauge (VG), vacuum pump
(P).

As circular polarisation purity is of utmost importance in our
experiment, a quarter wave plate is introduced between the PBD
and the microscope objective (Nikon, E Plan 100×, NA = 1.25),
converting linear polarisation to circular, whilst linear polari-
sation is achieved by coherently combining a left and a right
polarised focus with identical amplitude at the same position in
the sample chamber. The sample plane is imaged in reflection
through the objective using a fast CMOS camera (Mikrotron,
MC-1362) synchronised with single nanosecond laser pulse il-
lumination (Elforlight, SPOT, 532 nm). The forward scattered
beam after transmission through the rotating vaterite particles
is collected by a condenser lens, which is directed to a series
of beam splitter cubes one for unpolarised component and the
other for polarised left-/right- circularly polarised components
of the beam. Three fast photodiodes (Thorlabs, DET10C) are
used to measure the light intensity of each component of the
beam modulated by those two rotating particles [8].

We designed a miniature vacuum chamber, which has two
optical round glass windows (Harvard Apparatus, CS-8R, thick-
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ness of 150 µm) compatible with the high numerical aperture
objective used. Microparticles of interest are dried in advance
and preloaded onto the bottom glass window of the chamber,
which is affixed to a piezoelectric transducer (APC International,
Cat. no.70-2221) to launch microparticles into the traps.

In the experiment, two particles were initially trapped in air
(at a pressure of 105 Pa) by a continuous wave 1070 nm laser
with a total power of 25 mW (measured at the back aperture
of the objective, transmission 58%), which is equally shared
between each trap site. The rotation rate of each particle may
be different as it is dependent on the particle size, which in turn
affects the optical torques as well as the Stokes drag torques.
The distance between the equators of the two particles can be
as small as 2 µm without losing either of the particles from their
trap sites at atmospheric pressure. The pressure of the chamber
is gradually reduced to 10−1Pa while recording the forward
scattered light intensity using fast photodiodes. The intensity of
this forward scattered light is modulated by any asymmetries
of the rotating spheres and we observe modulation frequencies,
f1 and f2 corresponding to the rotation frequencies of the first
and second particles. As previously observed, we also detect a
modulation at twice the rotation frequencies, 2 f1 and 2 f2 [8].

For a single trapped, rotating particle, it is straightforward to
identify its mechanical modes relating to transverse oscillation
and rotation. Fig. 3a shows the position power spectrum of a
single particle trapped and rotating at a pressure of 16.0 Pa. The
lateral and axial modes of oscillation frequencies are found to
be fxy = 663 Hz and fz = 421 Hz together with their higher
harmonics, e.g. 2 fxy, 3 fxy and 2 fz, respectively. The particle
rotates at a frequency of f1 = 13 kHz, where sidebands sepa-
rated by the translational mode frequency of fxy = 663 Hz are
also present (Fig. 3a inset). This is because the translational
motion modulates the rotational motion of a particle such that
these mechanical modes are parametrically coupled [8]. High
harmonics of the rotational frequency, f1 are observable up to
five overtones in the power spectrum.

When a second particle is present and rotating at a close sur-
face to surface distance of 6 µm measured between the equators
(e.g. Visualisation 1, recorded at a pressure of 985.3 Pa, which
is rendered to 25 frames per second from the original rate of
3, 493 frames per second) we observe a complex power spec-
trum (Fig. 3b,c) showing the generation of multiple modulation
frequencies. One notable feature of the dynamics of the two
rotating particles is the heterodyne frequency generation involv-
ing the individual rotation frequencies of each particle, f1 and
f2. This does not mean just addition of two power spectra but
notably includes mixing of the rotational frequencies of each par-
ticle yielding sum and difference frequency generation (DFG).
Table 1 identifies such parametric resonances corresponding to
the peaks found in Fig. 3b,c. For example, the peak at 6, 637 Hz
corresponds to 2( f1 − f2) and is only observable when a second
rotating particle is present. In a similar manner, we obtained the
power spectrum from two counter-rotating particles, in which
case both sum and DFG were also observed. Here it should
be noted that if the two beams possess the same polarisation,
i.e. two particles co-rotate, trapping beam interference may oc-
cur and alters the beam power at each trap depending on the
separation of the two beams.

We further investigate a series of power spectra obtained
from two co-rotating particles at different pressures ranging
from 105 Pa (atmospheric pressure) to 10−1 Pa. Two vaterite
particles are trapped and rotated at rates of f1 and f2 with a
surface to surface distance of 3 µm (see Fig.4a inset and Visu-

Fig. 3. Power spectra of a single-/multi-particle rotating at
a pressure of 16 Pa. (a) A single particle rotating. (b) Two
particles co-rotating with the distance of 6 µm between the
equators. (c) An expanded view of the selected region of (b)
linearly scaled. Inset shows a snapshot of the two particle ro-
tating, where the field of view is 21 µm × 14 µm. The data set
can be accessed at [13].

Table 1. Modulation frequencies corresponding to Fig.3b,c.
f1 and f2 denote the rotation frequencies of particle 1 and of
particle 2.

f (Hz) Mode f (Hz) Mode f (Hz) Mode

6,637 2( f1 − f2) 17,950 2 f2 35,860 4 f2

8,960 f2 24,570 2 f1 36,930 3 f1

12,320 f1 26,980 3 f2 42,490 2( f1 + f2)

15,710 2 f1 − f2 33,550 2 f1 + f2 44,860 5 f2

alisation 2, recorded at a pressure of 414.6 Pa and rendered as
Visualisation 1). Rotational mode frequencies of the two parti-
cles, namely f1, f2, 2 f1, 2 f2 and the DFG signal of 2( f1 − f2)
are tracked for each power spectrum and plotted in Fig.4a
as a function of the damping coefficient, Γ(P) = 8πµ(P)r3,
where µ(P) denotes the viscosity and is measured using a sin-
gle particle, subject to a pressure independent optical torque,
thus rotating at a terminal frequency f (P). At this rotation
frequency we have µ(P) · f (P) = f (105 Pa) · µ(105 Pa) with
µ(105 Pa) = 18.2 × 10−6 Pas.
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Fig. 4. Rotational frequencies of the two co-rotating particles
at different pressures. (a) Rotational frequencies for different
damping coefficients. Inset shows a snapshot of the two ro-
tating particles, where the field of view is 21 µm × 14 µm. (b)
Rotational frequencies normalized by the mean rotation rate,
f̂ = ( f1 + f2)/2 and plotted as a function of f̂ (blue). The de-
duced frequencies calculated from the fundamental rotational
frequencies of f1 and f2 are plotted in red. The data set can be
accessed at [13].

To understand if there are any inter-particle dynamics present,
these modulation frequencies including the DFG signal are nor-
malised by the mean rotation rate, f̂ = ( f1 + f2)/2, and plotted
in blue (Fig. 4b) as a function of the mean rotation rate, f̂ . Fig-
ure 4b as such presents the data in a way that eliminates the
dependence on Γ. In Figure 4b we observe that the nominal
second harmonic frequency (in blue) is equal to the double of
the measured fundamental frequency (in red) for each particle.
In the same manner, we plot the DFG signal, 2( f1 − f2) which
is determined by the relative rotation rates of the two particles.
It is this DFG signal presented in figure 4b that may be used to
detect inter-particle interactions such as binding. If this signal
were to only depend on Γ, the normalised DFG signal should be
constant over any f̂ . Interestingly, the deviation from a constant
value suggests that the motion of these two particles is not inde-
pendent from each other. A detailed investigation of this will be
presented in future.

In summary, we have demonstrated the transfer of both lin-
ear and spin angular momentum to two microparticles at close
distance in vacuum. The individual control of angular momen-
tum transfer to each traps as well as control over the spatial
separation of the each trap was demonstrated. This can serve
as a fundamental physics test-bed potentially addressing open
questions related to mesoscopic quantum entanglement and vac-
uum friction, provided inter-particle cooling [3] or sufficiently
high rotation rates can be achieved [9, 10]. We have measured
macroscopic Raman-like modulation of the incident light field
originating from the rotation of each particle and the subsequent
generation of sum- and difference-frequencies.

Optical binding refers to an optically mediated inter-particle
interaction that creates new equilibrium positions for closely
spaced particles [19–23]. Our system opens up the possibility
of observing such optical binding and coupling associated with
the observed multiple scattering of light between levitated mi-
croparticles in vacuum.
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